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Two of the stories in this collection by John Howard have their setting in a
certain west London suburb—the calm prospect of its small houses and treelined roads is deceptive. And throughout this selection of stories, whether in
outer London or hyperinflationary Berlin, Romania in the febrile 1930s, or the
austerity Britain of recent years, we encounter people who live on the
peripheries of their cities and societies—and at the edge of their own lives and
illusions. They might think they know the rules, but it often turns out they do
not, after all. Or perhaps the rules changed—silently, abruptly. In these stories
past and present come together with wounding consequences for those caught
out by the system—or its absence.
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REVIEWS
JOHN HOWARD was born in London.
His books include The Defeat of Grief,
The Lustre of Time, The Silver Voices,
Written by Daylight, Cities and Thrones
and Powers, and Buried Shadows. Secret
Europe and Inner Europe are joint
collections written with Mark Valentine. Howard’s essays on fantastic
fiction and its classic authors have
appeared in Wormwood and other
places, and many are gathered in
Touchstones: Essays on the Fantastic.

“John Howard’s tales seemed to me like suitable summer reading. Many of
the stories concern overlit urban landscapes not unlike those in the stories of
J. G. Ballard, though the mood is very different . . . There are also some
stories that recall Arthur Machen’s approach to London, his insistence that
the great metropolis is a place of magic and mystery.”
– Supernatural Tales
“Luscious and lovely in appearance, of course, and full of haunting stories of
love and confusion . . . a thoughtful collection of London and Europe-based
fiction, a very suitable accompaniment to these terrifying times.”
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